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Confidentiality Statement

The information contained in these documents is confidential, privileged and only for the information of the
intended recipient and may not be used, published or redistributed without the prior written consent of
MSB Private School. The guidelines and information in this policy apply to MSB Private School only and
cannot be assumed to be the admission guidelines of any other school in Dubai or elsewhere.
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1. Purpose:

To meet the changing nature of technology and to ensure that students, parents and staff are
aware of the risks attached to overuse and unsafe use of the internet. To ensure that students are
able to make educated choices regarding these risks.

2. Definition:

Cyber (Online) safety refers to the appropriate time allocated to use of the internet. It incorporates
issues of gaming addiction and the issues of safety around the internet - cyber bullying, identity
theft, etc.

With the rapid development of technology students are exposed to a wide range of connected
electronic devices such as laptops, tablets and smartphones. Through these they have instant
access to the internet. These devices are recognised as beneficial educational tools. However,
some students are spending large amounts of time using electronic devices and in some cases this
leads to reduced time dedicated to sleep, study, classwork, family communication and outdoor
activity.

MSB Students of today are growing up in a digital world. They are increasingly using digital
technologies to learn, socialise and communicate. At MSB Private School, we recognise that it is
essential for our students to be equipped with the skills, knowledge and confidence to navigate
the online world safely.

We want our students to make good decisions so they can take advantage of the powerful
technology that fills their lives both at school and at home. But in order to make good choices,
students must know how the digital world works. The stakes are high because our students'
technological abilities can be greater than their maturity and judgment. Having unrestricted access
to information and people can result in gaining a wealth of information and experiences. But it can
also mean accessing inappropriate content and exposure to risks such as:

● Cyberbullying
● Digital relationships
● Compromising their privacy
● Establishing a damaging ‘digital footprint’

3. Roles and Responsibilities

We believe that Online Safety is the responsibility of the whole school, and everyone has a
responsibility to ensure that all members of the community are able to benefit from the
opportunities that technology provides for learning and teaching. The following responsibilities
demonstrate how each member of the community will contribute.
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➢ Parent responsibility:

● Familiarize  with the school online safety policy and comply with its guidelines.
● Enforce these guidelines on their wards whilst in school and at home.
● Protect themselves and their wards by not exhibiting irresponsible online behaviour

and practice such as accessing illicit content, perpetrating bullying acts, supporting
child abuse, undertaking privacy data breach, accessing unsecured sources of
information and those prohibited by the UAE national internet safety guidelines.

● Keep the computer in a high-traffic area of your home when your child is online.
● Establish limits regarding which online sites children may visit and for how long.
● Create a ‘family media agreement’.
● Remember that Internet technology can be mobile, so be sure to monitor cell

phones, gaming devices, and laptops.
● Surf the internet with your children and let them show you what they like to do

online.
● Know who is connecting with your children online and set rules for social

networking, instant messaging, emailing, gaming and the use of webcams.
● Have open and constant dialogue with your children about online safety.

➢ Student responsibilities:

● Protect your identity. Avoid sharing personal information online that could be

misused by someone in real life.

● Constantly familiarize with the school online safety policy and strictly follow all its
guidelines with the highest regard.

● Check your privacy settings and make sure your account is secure.

● Think before you upload and share photos on public sites of any kind.

● Do not engage in any activity that could potentially compromise or directly impact
towards the violation of online safety practices and behaviour.

● Communicate with other students, teachers, and school members for official
purposes via the school networks and through authorized communication channels
and through provided school email ids and communication portals.

● Strictly refrain from any bullying practices and behaviours among other students,
teachers and staff members.

● Be careful of requests – only accept ‘friend’ requests from people you know in real

life. This reduces the chance of getting into an unsafe situation.

● Block anyone you have had contact with that was negative or unsafe – this stops

them from having contact with you and from seeing your profile.

● Be mindful of what you write to others.

● Do not open an email from someone you do not know.

● Make sure only those web links are accessed which have been directed/instructed

by your teachers/parents.
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● Always appraise your teacher or an adult if something untoward happens while

using the internet.

● Discuss with elders and parents what web links you are accessing and check

whether they are safe to use.

● Do not believe in everything that is published online.

● Set time limits for being online.

● Use the school network for only educational purposes and not engage in gaming,
online chats, downloading content and data not provided to them, accessing net for
soliciting information that are not in line with the national agenda and a direct
violation of the approved practices.

● Do not plagiarize content and present it as their own especially with matters
concerning the individual assessment/project work/ICT and computing related
practical work.

● Do not bring any unauthorized electronic devices to school and seek the consent of
Supervisors. parents, teachers before bringing any device to school.

● Report immediately to the class teacher, subject teacher, supervisor, school ICT
team, and parents about any incidents that they might have committed or know off
that are directly in violation to the norms and guidelines prescribed.

These principles of safety and responsibility apply to internet and social media use at home and

school.

➢ Staff responsibilities:

● Constantly familiarize with the school cyber safety policy and enforce its
implementation amongst colleagues and the student community.

● Assist the Wellbeing team  by reporting incidents that happen in school.
● Ensure learning and other digital content used school is void of child abuse, illicit

content, bullying, potential child abuse links, privacy data loss, secure recognized
sources of information and confirming in line with national guidelines.

● Enable an environment of constant supervision and monitoring whereby student
access to the internet is in line with outlined policies and articulated to them
frequently.

● Employ only school certified approved communication channels for official
purposes (through school email ID’s, student school email ID’s, approved messaging
groups and school portal) to communicate directly to other SLT, teachers, students,
parents and admin staff.

● Conduct periodic checks on student technological devices either directly while on
campus or partner with parents and ask them to conduct regular supervision of
learning devices used.

● Regularly communicate to parents with regards to updation of school cyber safety
policy.
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4. Education of students in eSafety

The education of students in eSafety is an essential part of the school’s e-safety policy. Children
and young people need the help and support of the school to recognise and avoid e-safety risks
and build their resilience. eSafety education will be provided in the following ways:

● Remind students about their responsibilities at school through class/school assemblies.
● Promote eSafety through a planned programme of assemblies and whole-school activities.
● Periodical discussions about  the online safety policy during Form Tutor time.
● Use creative ways to build awareness on the safety policies and this can be through

activities like role plays, dramas, songs etc. during Digital citizenship Week (DCW) and Safer
Internet Day each year.

● Discuss, remind or raise relevant eSafety messages with students routinely wherever
suitable opportunities arise during all lessons; including the need to protect personal
information, consider the consequences their actions may have on others, the need to
check the accuracy and validity of information they use and the need to respect and
acknowledge ownership of digital materials.

● All students will be taught how to use a range of age-appropriate online tools in a safe and
effective way.

● All students will be taught about the impact of cyberbullying and know how to seek help if
they are affected by any form of online bullying.

● Students will be made aware of where to seek advice or help if they experience problems
when using the internet and related technologies.

5. Use of Digital and Video Images

The development of digital imaging technologies has created significant benefits to learning,
allowing staff and students instant use of images that they have recorded themselves or
downloaded from the internet. However, staff and students need to be aware of the risks
associated with sharing images and with posting digital images on the internet. The school will
inform and educate users about these risks and will implement policies to reduce the likelihood of
the potential for harm:

● When using digital images, staff will inform and educate students about the risks associated
with the taking, use, sharing, publication and distribution of images. In particular they
should recognise the risks attached to publishing their own images on the internet.

● Staff are allowed to take digital / video images to support educational aims, but must
follow school policies concerning the sharing, distribution and publication of those images.

● Care should be taken when taking digital / video images that students are in proper
uniform/immaculately dressed .

● Students or Staff must not take, use, share, publish or distribute images of others without
their permission.

● Photographs published on the website, or elsewhere that include students will be selected
carefully and will comply with good practice guidance on the use of such images.

● When searching for images, video or sound clips, students will be taught about copyright
and acknowledging ownership.
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6. Managing Computer Systems and Access

● “Access Control” is the process that limits and controls access to resources of a
computer system.

● “Users” are students, employees and authorized users accessing MSB IT systems
and applications.

● Servers and other key hardware or infrastructure will be located securely with only
appropriate staff permitted access.

● Servers, workstations and other hardware and software will be kept updated as
appropriate.

● Virus protection is installed on all appropriate hardware and will be kept active and
up to date.

● The school will agree which users should and should not have internet access and
the appropriate level of access and supervision they should receive.

● Members of staff will access the internet using an individual id and password, which
they will keep secure. They will ensure that they log out after each session and not
allow pupils to access the internet through their id and password. They will always
abide by the school

● Staff and students who wish to connect their own equipment to the Schools
wireless or wired network will do so with a user id and password provided by the
school ICT team.

● Internet network access for visitors will be provided through the school ICT team.
Access credentials will be arranged and activities will be subject to the Acceptable
Use policy. Visitor use of employee credentials is not permitted under any
circumstances.

● When temporary access is required, such access will be removed immediately after
the user has completed the task for which the access was granted.

● Access rights will be disabled or removed when IT receives notification that a user is
terminated or ceases to have a legitimate reason

● Shared user accounts are only to be used on an exception basis with the
appropriate approval.

7. Filtering Internet Access

The school will be responsible for ensuring that the school infrastructure / network is as safe and

secure as is reasonably possible and that policies and procedures approved within this policy are

implemented.

● School technical systems will be managed in ways that ensure that the school meets

recommended technical requirements.

● All users will have clearly defined access rights to school technical systems and

devices.

● The school’s internet provision will include filtering appropriate to students and

staff categories.
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● The school will always be proactive regarding the nature of content which can be
viewed through the school’s internet provision.

● If users discover a website with inappropriate content, this should be reported to
members of staff who will inform the School Online Safety Authority. All incidents
should be documented.

● The school will regularly review the filtering product for its effectiveness.

8. Data Protection

● At all times take care to ensure the safekeeping of personal data, minimising the risk
of its loss or misuse.

● Use personal data only on secure password protected computers and other devices,
ensuring that they are properly “logged-off” at the end of any session.

● Check whether the computer system is locked when left unattended.
● All access to personal or sensitive information owned by the school will be

controlled appropriately through technical and non-technical access controls.
● Users should be vigilant when accessing sensitive or personal information on screen

to ensure that no one else, who may be unauthorised, can read the information.
● Staff and students will not leave personal and sensitive printed documents on

printers, in the photocopy room or within public areas of the school.
● All communications involving personal or sensitive information (email or School

portal) should be appropriately secured.
● The school will use information about pupils to further curriculum, professional and

other school related activities and will contact the parents or guardians, if it is
necessary, to pass information beyond the school.

● The school will hold personal information on its systems for as long as individual
members of staff remain at the school and remove it in the event of staff leaving or
until it is no longer required for the legitimate function of the school.

9. Communication Technologies

When using communication technologies, the school considers the following as good practice:

● The official school email service may be regarded as safe and secure and is
monitored. Staff and Students should therefore use only the school email service to
communicate with others when in school, or on school systems.

● Users must immediately report to the Wellbeing Team, in accordance with the
school policy, the receipt of any email that makes them feel uncomfortable, is
offensive, threatening or bullying in nature and must not respond to any such email.

● Any digital communication between staff and students or parents (email, chat etc)
must be professional in tone and content.
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10. Cyberbullying

The school defines and understands Cyber Bullying as an act whereby individual or individual

groups perpetrates deeds that are intimidating, oppressive, malicious, hurtful, misogynic,

obsessive (stalking), harassing, discriminatory, racist, defaming, abusive, false and harmful through

the medium of all digital outlets and spaces (cyber bullying would be considered as directly linked

to bullying).

The school considers cyber bullying to affect all the stakeholders of the school and can be

performed by all stakeholders of the school too. Cyber bullying is not just limited to the student

community of the school and victims of cyber bullying can be implicated by student groups on

their members of the school community. Therefore students, teachers, supporting staff,

administrative staff, parents and visitors can perform or be at the receiving end of cyber bullying.

The school shall consider every offence committed to be under one of the three categories, minor

offence, middle level office or a major offence. Based on the level of offence measures will be

taken accordingly.

All matters concerning cyber bullying would be directly under the Online Safety Leader. The school

Student Counselor along with the school well-being team and health and safety officer shall also

be involved in all matters concerning cyber bullying.

Disclaimer:

This policy may undergo periodical reviews
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